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QUESTION 1

Your company is moving 75 TB of data into Google Cloud. You want to use Cloud Storage and follow Google-
recommended practices. What should you do? 

A. Move your data onto a Transfer Appliance. Use a Transfer Appliance Rehydrator to decrypt the data into Cloud
Storage. 

B. Move your data onto a Transfer Appliance. Use Cloud Dataprep to decrypt the data into Cloud Storage. 

C. Install gsutil on each server that contains data. Use resumable transfers to upload the data into Cloud Storage. 

D. Install gsutil on each server containing data. Use streaming transfers to upload the data into Cloud Storage. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/solutions/transferring-big-data-sets-to-gcp 

 

QUESTION 2

Your team needs to create a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) cluster to host a newly built application that requires
access to third-party services on the internet. Your company does not allow any Compute Engine instance to have a
public IP address on Google Cloud. You need to create a deployment strategy that adheres to these guidelines. What
should you do? 

A. Configure the GKE cluster as a private cluster, and configure Cloud NAT Gateway for the cluster subnet. 

B. Configure the GKE cluster as a private cluster. Configure Private Google Access on the Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). 

C. Configure the GKE cluster as a route-based cluster. Configure Private Google Access on the Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC). 

D. Create a Compute Engine instance, and install a NAT Proxy on the instance. Configure all workloads on GKE to pass
through this proxy to access third-party services on the Internet. 

Correct Answer: A 

A Cloud NAT gateway can perform NAT for nodes and Pods in a private cluster, which is a type of VPC-native cluster.
The Cloud NAT gateway must be configured to apply to at least the following subnet IP address ranges for the subnet
that 

your cluster uses: 

Subnet primary IP address range (used by nodes) 

Subnet secondary IP address range used for Pods in the cluster Subnet secondary IP address range used for Services
in the cluster The simplest way to provide NAT for an entire private cluster is to configure a Cloud NAT gateway to
apply 

to all of the cluster\\'s subnet\\'s IP address ranges. 

https://cloud.google.com/nat/docs/overview 
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QUESTION 3

You need to deploy an application on Google Cloud that must run on a Debian Linux environment. The application
requires extensive configuration in order to operate correctly. You want to ensure that you can install Debian distribution
updates with minimal manual intervention whenever they become available. What should you do? 

A. Create a Compute Engine instance template using the most recent Debian image. Create an instance from this
template, and install and configure the application as part of the startup script. Repeat this process whenever a new
Google-managed Debian image becomes available. 

B. Create a Debian-based Compute Engine instance, install and configure the application, and use OS patch
management to install available updates. 

C. Create an instance with the latest available Debian image. Connect to the instance via SSH, and install and configure
the application on the instance. Repeat this process whenever a new Google-managed Debian image becomes
available. 

D. Create a Docker container with Debian as the base image. Install and configure the application as part of the Docker
image creation process. Host the container on Google Kubernetes Engine and restart the container whenever a new
update is available. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/os-patch-management 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is migrating its on-premises data center into the cloud. As part of the migration, you want to integrate
Kubernetes Engine for workload orchestration. Parts of your architecture must also be PCI DSS-compliant. Which of the
following is most accurate? 

A. App Engine is the only compute platform on GCP that is certified for PCI DSS hosting. 

B. Kubernetes Engine cannot be used under PCI DSS because it is considered shared hosting. 

C. Kubernetes Engine and GCP provide the tools you need to build a PCI DSS-compliant environment. 

D. All Google Cloud services are usable because Google Cloud Platform is certified PCI-compliant. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

For this question, refer to the Dress4Win case study. You are responsible for the security of data stored in Cloud
Storage for your company, Dress4Win. You have already created a set of Google Groups and assigned the appropriate
users to those groups. You should use Google best practices and implement the simplest design to meet the
requirements. 

Considering Dress4Win\\'s business and technical requirements, what should you do? 

A. Assign custom IAM roles to the Google Groups you created in order to enforce security requirements. Encrypt data
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with a customer-supplied encryption key when storing files in Cloud Storage. 

B. Assign custom IAM roles to the Google Groups you created in order to enforce security requirements. Enable default
storage encryption before storing files in Cloud Storage. 

C. Assign predefined IAM roles to the Google Groups you created in order to enforce security requirements. Utilize
Google\\'s default encryption at rest when storing files in Cloud Storage. 

D. Assign predefined IAM roles to the Google Groups you created in order to enforce security requirements. Ensure that
the default Cloud KMS key is set before storing files in Cloud Storage. 

Correct Answer: C 
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